Year Group

Term

Theme

Theme Title

No.of weeks

Trip

Parental Engagement

2

A1

Heritage and Values

Inventors

6

Non-trip unit

Parental Workshop

Launch
Science investigations- investigate
electricity.
 Potato experiment
 Make a circuit

Explore

Energise

Celebrate

Explore artefacts and historical inventions

Green Peace speaker to talk to children about Campaign assembly to the other year groups
sustainable resources to ensure inventions about how we are becoming more
sustainable as a school.
can are beneficial to planet.

Skills covered
History

Citizenship

Art

IT

Geography

Hi7 Ask and answer questions
about the past
Hi8 Explore places and investigate
artefacts
Hi9 Recognise why people did
things and why events happened
Hi10 Identify differences between
past and present and show how
ways of life at different times were
different to their own
Hi11 Identify different ways in
which the past is represented
Hi12 Observe and handle a range
of sources of information to find
out about the past
Hi13 Place events and objects in
chronological order
Hi14 Use a wide vocabulary of
everyday historical terms

Ict2 Use the internet and other
Ci2 Recognise the
Ar14 Explore ideas
Ge13 Identify links between
difference between right Ar15 Drawing Experiment with digital sources to find out about their locality and other places
significant issues, events and
and wrong and what is the visual elements of line,
in the UK and beyond
people and explore real and
fair and unfair
shape, pattern and colour
Ge15 Locate key features on
imaginary locations
Ci7 Suggest rules that Ar16 Drawing Work out ideas
globes, maps and plans
Ict8 Try alternatives using a range
would improve things for drawings in a sketchbook of tools and techniques to alter
Ge20 Use aerial photographs
for the common good Ar22 Drawing Draw for a
and plan perspectives to
text, images and sounds
sustained period of time using Ict9 Combine written text with
identify landmarks and features
real objects, including single
graphics, tables, sound and images Ge21 Make simple maps and
and present work appropriately
and grouped objects
plans
Ar24 Drawing Layer different
media e.g. crayons, pastels, felt
tips, charcoal and ballpoint

Outdoors

